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100 Author Vitamins for End Ideas, Faster Editing, Finding True Fans, and Having Fun!... Sometimes as
writers we take ourselves too seriously! We forget to have fun because we are caught up in writing, editing,
and marketing our books in what feels like an end loop. You know those moments when you want to bang
your head against the desk? We get stuck in the saggy middles of our stories; we agonize over plot twists.
Sometimes we pour our hearts into a novel and don’t see the sales results that we expect. Neverthe, we dust
ourselves off and start writing the next book. Content is gold. Remember that your story is valuable, and your
job as a writer is to create, inspire, and entertain the world. This book is a reminder that the writing life is
supposed to be, above all, fun! Discover 100 ideas that will help you the next time you are stuck. You will find
solutions to: Overcome the writing blues and get inspired again (banish the concept of writer’s block
forever—it doesn’t exist!). Escape the doldrums of editing—change your mindset, find tools to save time and
more. Don’t spend years editing your book! Engage with your readers, grow your email list, and create TRUE
fans who will want to read everything you write. Market your books in unique and exciting ways. Sell more
books while avoiding overwhelm and shiny object syndrome. Take care of your body and mind with mindset
tricks, health hacks, and more. Think of this book as 100 two-minute digestible writer vitamins: take a few
each day, absorb a little at a time. You don’t have to read cover to cover; the book has 5 topics so you can skip
around depending on what you need help with. You’ll discover ideas not found in any other book… Is your
book just not working? Give it a proper burial by throwing a book funeral. How aliens from outer space can

help you discover your creativity. What Pulp Fiction and other movies can teach us about writing. If writing
isn’t as much fun as it used to be, this book is for you. Discover how to find the humor in your daily
challenges and learn to love writing again. Click to buy or download a sample now. Get Started with 100
Awesome Ideas for Authors today!

